
32;2 ELEMENTS PART II.

CHAP. IV.

On the Method of rend^iing Surd Quantities of theJbrm
^/(« \- bx -\- cx~) Rational.

88. It is required in the present case to determine tlie

values which are to be adopted for x, in order that the

formula a -\- bx -\- ex" may become a real square; and,

consequently, that a rational root of it may be assigned.

Now, the letters r/, b, and c, represent given numbers ; and
ihe determination of the unknown quantity depends chiefly

on the nature of these numbers ; there being many cases in

which the solution becomes impossible. Eut even when it is

possible, we must content ourselves at first with being able to

assign rational values for the letter x, without requiring those

values also to be integer numbers ; as this latter condition

produces researches altogether peculiar.

39. ^Ye suppose here that the formula extends no farther

than the second power of x ; the higlier dimensions require

different methods, which will be explained in th.eir ])roper

places.

We shall observe first, that if the second pov.-er were not

in the formula, and c were = 0, the problem would be at-

tended with no difficulty; for if a,/ [a + bx) were the given

Ibrmula, and it were required to determine x, so that a -\- bx
might be a square, we should only have to make a + bx "^y",

whence we should immediately obtain .r =r "^—-— . Now,

whatever number we substitute here for y, the value of x
would always be such, that a \- bx would be a square, arid

consequently, v^(« + bx) would be a rational quantity.

40. We shall therefore begin with the formula ^/ (1 + x")

;

that is to say, we are to find such values o'l x, that, by add-

ing unity to their squares, the sums may likewise be squares

;

and as it is evident that those values of .r cannot be integers,

Ave must be satisfied with finding the fractions which express

them.

41. If we supposed 1 -f a;- — y-, since 1 -^ x" must be a

square, we should have x" =: y- — 1, and x zz \/{y- — 1

;

so that in order to find x we should have to seek numbers
for y, whose squares, diminished by unity, would also leave

squares ; and, consequently, we should be led to a question as

difficult as the former, without advancing a single step.
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It is certain, however, that there are real fractions, whiclj,

being substituted for x, will make 1 + -^^^ a square ; of

which we may be satisfied from the following cases

:

1. If ^ = 1^5 we have 1 + j;® =tt; ^"<i consequently

2. 1 -\- x'^ becomes a scjuare likewise, if a; = |, which
gives a/(1 + a') --. 1.

3. If we make x = -,\, we obtain 1 + x- =4|^, the

square root of which is 41*

But it is requii-ed to shew how to find these values of .vt

and even all possible numbers of this kind.

42. There are two methods of doing this. The first re-

quires us to make ^/(l -\- ^r-) = x -{• p ; from which sup-

position we have 1 -\- x^ = x- -{- 9>px -\- p-j where the square

X' destroys itself; so that we may express x Avithout a

radical sign. For, cancelling x' on both sides of the equa-

1 -p"
tion, we obtain 9.px -f-

p" = 1 ; whence we find x = —^— ;

a quantity in which we may substitute for p any number
whatever less than unity.

AM

Let us therefore suppose p = —, and we have

— , and if we multiply both terms of this fraction
2m

by n", we shall find x — —r——

.

•^ 2mn
43. In order, therefore, that 1 + .r' may become a square,

we may take for m and n all possible integer numbers, and
in this manner find an infinite number of values for x.

Also, if we make, in general, x zr — , we find, by

, ,
n* — 2m"n" -{-

m*
.

squaring, 1 -{- a;- ir: 1 -| —-—
, or, by puttmg

imr .
71* -j- 2m^n' -f- m*

1 = -;—; m the numerator, 1 -4- .r" = -.
—-—, ; a

4/;i^ '
' 4?w''«-

fraction which is really a square, and gives

n-4- m~
A/a + X")

\Z7nn

We shall exhibit, according to this solution, some of the

least values of x.
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If n = 2, 3, 8, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5,

and w = 1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4,

vve iicivt; a- — ^, y, -j-j, -g- J ^-j-j -5-5 io> iT' +o*

44. We have, therefore, in general,

{n" — 7rf)" {ii"-\-iiv)"

"*"
(9,mn)"-

~
(2w?t)- '

and, if we multiply this equation by (^2mn)-, we find

(2wi7i)- + {n" - rn^y — (7i' + wi')=

;

so that v/e know, in a general manner, two squares, whose

sum gives a new square. This remark will lead to the

solution of the following question :

To find two square numbers, whose sum is likewise a

square number.
We must have j^- -\- q- = r-; we have therefore only to

make p — 9.mn, and q = 71^ — m"; then we shall have

r = n^ + m^.

Farther, as (n- + wi-)- — (2mw)- = (/i- — m"Y\ we may
also resolve the following question :

To find two squares, whose difference may also be a square

number.
Here, since p- — q- = ?-, we have only to suppose

p = n'- + 771% and q = 9,mn, and we obtain r = n- — m-.

We might also make p = n"^ -\- m", and q = n" — m-y

from which we should find r = Qmn.

45. We spoke of two methods of giving the form of a

square to the formula 1 + x". The other is as follows

:

THOC

If we suppose V(l+.r^) = 1 + — , we shall have

1 -4- ,r^ = 1 + '^^— A ^—
; subtracting 1 from both sides,

' n 'nr

we have x"- = '^^—^
-A . This equation may be divided

11 n
^771 711 OC

bv X, so that we have t = ^^ + —r^, or ii'x — 9,mn + m^x^

whence we find x = -p ,. Having found this value of

.r, we have

4w-7i2 7i* + ^m'^n- + 7n'^ ....
1 4- 0,2 = 1 4- = :r-;-^ :» which is

the square of -^r ;,• Now, as we obtain from that, the
^ 71^— VI-
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. ^ {2mn)- (ri' + m^-y
, ,, ,

equation 1 + r-r —-, = -—^ —.. we shall have, as be-^ («*

—

m-) {71-—m)
fore, (n'-m^Y + {2mny = (w^+ vi"-Y;

tliat is, the same two squares, whose sum is also a square.

46. Tlie case which we have just analysed furnishes two
methods of transforming the general formula a + bx + cx^

into a square. The first of these methods applies to all

the cases in which c is a square ; and the second to those in

which « is a square. We shall consider both these sup-

positions.

First, let us suppose that c is a square, or that the given

formula I's a + bx -\-J^^x^. Since this must be a square,

we shall make A/(a -|- bx -^-J^'oc") =f^-\ 5 and shall thus

have a + bx + f-x- = f'x-4-'^^-^—j -, in which the
"^ -^ 1171'-

terms containing x'^ destroy each other, so that

a -{- bx = — j -, If we multiply by ?r, we obtain

m- — 7i'a
n^a f 71 bx=2m7ifx-{-7n- ; hence we find a'= -77—-, -,,; and,

^ ' ifb — 271171/

substituting this value for x, we shall have

, ^ , m'^f—7i"af m vi7ib—m"f—7faf
*^ 7vb— ylmnj n ivb— zmnj-

47. As we have got a fraction for .r, namely,

m"-n-a P , 0,1
let us make x = —, then p = 7n- — 71 a, and

7i"b— 2m7if^
'

q

bp y^'p~
n = 7i^b — ^?.>inf; so that the formula a -j j

—- is a^ ^
q q

square; and as it continues a square, though it be mul-
tiplied by the square q^, it follows, that the formula

ci-q~-\-bpq-\-f-p^ is also a square, if we suppose jj^mr—n^a,
and q = jf-b — %n7if. Hence it is evident, that an infinite

number of answers, in integer numbers, may result from
this expression, because the values of the letters m and 71 are

arbitrary.

48. The second case which we have to consider, is that in

which a, or the first term, is a square. Let there be pro-

posed, for example, the formula^/'- + bx-\-cx', which it

is required to make a square. Here, let us sup»pose
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tllX

\/[f' + hx -f ex'-) —f-\ , and we shall have

f- -j- bx + c^' rr f- -{• ——- A — , in which equation
w n-

the terms/" destroying each other, we may divide the re-

maining terms by x, so that we obtain

, %nf m-x+ ex — —^ H — , or
n n

oCh + n-cx z= %nnf-\- m^x, or

x{n~c — m'^) = 9,mrif— n~b ; or, lastly,

2mnf—n-h
X = —f —

nc— m-

If we now substitute this value instead of .r, we have

'^Ttf-f—mnh n^cf-\- iri^f— mnb
^^{P^hx-\-CX^-) .:./ +

ri'c— iit^

and making .r rr —-,we may, in the same manner as before,

transform the expressiony'-g'" -{- bpq 4- cp^, into a square,

by making p = 9,m7if ~ n"h, and q = ti^c — in'-.

49- Here we have chiefly to distinguish the case in which
« = 0, that is to say, in which it is required to make a

square of the formula bx -\- cx^:, for we have only to

suppose '/{bx + cx^') •=. — , from which we have the equa-

11}/-
x^

tion bx + ex"- = —— ; which, divided by x, and multiplied

by 7^^ gives bn- + cn"x ~ oivx ; and, consequently,

_ bn'

~ m^— cn"'

If we seek, for example, all tlio triangular numbers
that are at the same time squares, it will be necessary that

—
-J—, which is the form of triangular numbers, must be

a square; and, consequently, 2x^' + ^x must also be a

in'X'
square. Let us, therefore, suppose —- to be that square,

n-

o,

and we shall have 27i-x + 2w- =: vfx, and ^r =: —r.—x—
- 5 '»

111' — iln-

which value we may substitute, instead of m and n, all pos-
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sible numbers ; but we shall generally iind a fiaclion for ,r,

thougli sometimes Ave may obtain an integer number. For
example, if m = ii, and n = 2, we find a: = 8, t!ie triangular

number of which, or 36, is also a square.

We may also make m = 7, and n — 5; in this c<ise,

X = - 50, the triangle of which, 1225, is at the same time
the triangle of +49, and the square of 35. We should
have obtained the same result by making ?a

— 7 and ??i::Ll();

for, in that case, we should also have found .v rz 49.
In the same manner, if m rr 17 and n =12, wc obtain

.V =. 288, its triangular number is

^(^+1) 288x289-^= ^— =14ix 289,

which is a square, whose root is 12 x 17 — 204.

50. We may remark, with regard to this last case, lliat

we have been able to transform the formula ba' -f cx'^ into a
square from its having a known factor,^; this observation

leads to other cases, in which the formula a ~r bx -\- cw"-

may likewise become a square, even when neither a nor c

are squares.

These cases occur when a -{- bx -\- cx^ may be resolved

into two factors ; and this happens when b'- — ^ac is a
square : to prove which, we may remark, that the factors

depend always o\\ the roots of an equation ; and that,

therefore, we must suppose a + bx + cx'^ = 0. This
being laid down, we have cx"^ = — bx — a, or

bx a
X- = — , whence we nnd

c c

b b' a I) -/{b'— 4rtc)
X ~ ±-'fc-~)'«^--^'=-^±2c - ' He- c

"
2c - 2c

and, it is evident, that if Z»- — 4«c be a square, this quantity
becomes rational.

Therefore let h- — 4:ac zz d'- ; then the roots will be

—b±d . . -b+d ,
, ,—

^ , that IS to say, x — —
; and, consequently, the

divisors of the formula a -f- bx -\- cx' are x -j —
, and

X -\—^— . If we multiply these factors together, we are

brought to the same formula again, except that it is divided

by c ; for the product is x'"- + j-— — -

j „ ; and since

d' = b"- — 4tfc, we have
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bx b' b" 4«c bx . a ^ ^ ^

^' +7+4?--4^+Te^ = ^^^ + 7+ -c-'
^'^"^^ ^^^"^'

multiplied by c, gives cx^ -f- bx -\- a. We have, therefore,

only to multiply one of the factors by c, and we obtain the

formula in question expressed by the product,

b cl
' b d^

and it is evident that this solution must be applicable when-
ever b- — 4oc is a square.

51. From this results the third case, in which the formula

(I -f- bx -\- ex' may be transformed into a square ; which we
shall add to the other two.

52. This case, as we have already observed, takes place,

when the formula may be represented by a product, such

as (/" + g'X) X (/^ + kx). Now, in order to make a square

of this quantity, let us suppose its root, or

• 77l( f-\-^X)
V{f+ £'^) X {h + kx) = -^—^—

; and we shall then

have {/-hg'x) x {h i- kx) = ^-!^-LM±L . ai^a, dividing

or
1 • • u X.

, ,
^7 m'(f+gx)

tins equation by_/ +g^\ we have h + kx= "^—-—
;

hif + k

and, consequently, x =

h)f + kn"x =,/in,^ -\- gnfx ;

kir—grri-'

To illustrate this, let the following questions be pro-

posed.

Qucst'iju 1. To find all the numbers, x, such, that if 2
be subtracted from twice their square, the remainder may be
a square.

Since 2a-^ — 2 is the quantity v/hicli is to be a square, wc
must observe, that this quantity is expressed by the factors,

2 X (,r + 1) X (.r - 1). If, therefore, avc suppose its root

~ — -, we have 2(.r + 1) x (a: - 1) = —^^

—

-—^;
n ^ ir

dividing by x + 1, and multiplying by n~, we obtain

o " o 2 o , . ,
ni- + 2n'^

\ln-x — 2/r = m-x -{- m-, and x = ;r—^ :.

2/^2 — m
Ifj therefore, we make ?» = 1, and ;/ = 1, we find x = 3,

and 2.r- - 2 = 16 = 4-.

If?/; = 'J and // = 2, wc have ,v =—17. Now, as x is
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only found in the second power, it is indifferent whether we
take X =z— 17, or a; = + 17 ; eitlier supposition equally

gives 2^'- -2 = 516 = 24^

53. Question 2. Let the formula 6 + 13.z' + (ix^ be pro-

posed to be transformed into a square. Here, wc have
rt = 6, 6 = 13, and c = 6, in which neither a nor c is a

square. If, therefore, we try whether b' — 4flc becomes a

square, we obtain 25 ; so that Ave are sure the formula may
be represented by two factors ; and those factors are

(2 + Sx) X (3 + 2x).

rn{2 + Sx)....
If ig their root, we nave

which becomes 3n~ + 2n^x = 2m* + 3m-x, whence we find

9.m-—3n" 3n"~2m" ^ .
i , ,Now, m order that the numc-

^n'-Sm'^ 3w-— 2w'

rator of this fraction may become positive, 3/i^ must be
greater than 2m- ; and, consequently, 2m'^ less than 3n^

:

that is to say, —- must be less than -|. With regard to the

denominator, if it must be positive, it is evident that 3m^

must exceed %i^ ; and, consequently, —— must be greater

than |-. If, therefore, we would have the positive values

of X, we must assume such numbers for m and ??, that

—— may be less than l, and yet greater than ~.

For example, let m = 6, and a^ = 5 ; we shall then have

7?i'

= 14? which is less tban |, and evidently greater than

1^, whence x = ^^-.

54. This third case leads us to consider also a fourth,

which occurs whenever the formula a -{-bx -{ ex'' may be
resolved into two such parts, that the first is a square, and
the second the product of two factors : that is to say, in this

case, the formula must be represented by a quantity of the
form p' + ryr, in which the letters p, </, and ; express quan-
tities of the formy+ gx. It is evidcut that the rule for this
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case will be to make \/{p'-r !7>") =2^ H ; f^^' '^^e shall

thus obtain p--\- or = ;r H =^ -\ r,in which the terms

p- vanish; after which we may divide by q, so that we find

mp
,
m-q ^ r—i- -| ~, or w r = 9,nmp + m-<7, an equation irom

9

n n'

which X is easily determined. This, therefore, is the fourth

case in which our formula may be transformed into a square

;

the application of which is easy, and we shall illustrate it by

a few examples.

55. Qucsticm 3. Required a number, a; such, that double

its square, shall exceed some other square by unity ; that is,

if we subtract unity from this double square, the remainder

may be a square.

For instance, the case applies to the number 5, whose

square 25, taken twice, gives the number 50, which is

greater by 1 than the square 49.

According to this enunciation, 2<r- — 1 must be a square

;

and as we have, by the formula, a = — 1, b = 0, and c = '2,

it is evident that neither a nor c is a square ; and farther,

that the given quantity cannot be resolved into two factors,

since b"— 4ac = 8 w^hich is not a square ; so that none of

the first three cases will apply. But, according to the fourth,

this formula may be represented by

X' + {x' - 1) = .v' + (.r — 1) X (.r + 1).

m(.v -'r 1)
If, therelore, we suppose its root =: x -\ , wo

shall have

x' + ix + 1) X (a: - 1) = .r=+ --^—^ + V,^ n n-

This equation, after having expunged, the terms x", and
divided the other terms bj"^ .r + 1, gives

Ti'x — n^ = %nnx + m'x + m~ ; whence we find

X = -T

—

rz „ ; and, since in our formula, 2.r' — 1, the

square x" alone is found, it is indifferent whether we take

positive or negative values for x. We may at first even

write — m, instead of + m, in order to have
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if- -\-^mn — ii^f

If" we make m=- 1, and w = 1, we find .r = 1, and
Sx*^ —1 = 1; or if we make m = 1 , and w = 2, we find

a: = i-, and 2a:-- — 1 = ~ ; lastly, if we suppose wi = 1

,

and w=: — 2, we find .c= — 5, or ^ = +5, and Sa;*— 1 =49.
56. Question 4. To find numbers whose squares doubled

and increased by 2, may likewise be squares.

Such a number, for instance, is 7, since the double of

its square is 98, and if we add 2 to it, we have the square

100.

We must, therefore, have ^v' + 2 a square ; and as

a = 2, h = 0, and c = 2, so that neither a nor c, nor

b" — iac, the last being = — 16, are squares, we must,

therefoi'e, have recourse to the fourth rule.

Let us suppose the first part to be 4, then the second

will be 2.r^ — 2 = 2(x -f 1) x {x — 1), which presents

the quantity proposed in the form

4 + Gr + 1) X (x - 1).

7)1(w "i" 1 I

Now, let 2 -|
'

be its root, and we shall have
71

the equation

4wzOr+ 1 ) m-(x + 1Y
4 + 2(0; 4- 1) X (x _ 1) = 4 + —^-T—^ + —^^-^-^,

^ n n-

in which the squares 4, are destroyed ; so that after having

divided the other terms by a; + 1, we have

9/n-x — S>n^ = 4mw -{- m'^x + w" ; and consequently,

4<mti-\-7n'^-\-2n~

If, in this value, we make m = 1, and w = 1, we find

^ = 7, and %v" + 2 = 100. But if wi = 0, and 7i = 1, we
have :r = 1, and 2a;^ -|- 2 = 4.

57. It frequently happens, also, Avhen none of the first

three rules applies, that we are still able to resolve the

formula into such parts as the fourth rule requires, though
not so readily as in the foregoing examples.

Thus, if the question comprises the formula 7 + 15a;

+ 13.r", the resolution we speak of is possible, but the

method of performing it does not readily occur to the mind.

It requires us to suppose the first part to be (1 — x)- or

1 - 2a; -|- x\ so that the other may be 6 -f 17.r + 120;^:

and we perceive that this part has two factors, because

17- - (4 X 6 X 12), = 1, is a square. The two factors
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therefore are (2 + ijx) x (3 + 4.r) ; so that the formula
becomes (1 — a-f -\- {2 -j- 3.r) x (3 + 4a^), which we may
now resolve by the fourth rule.

But, as we have observed, it cannot be said that this

analysis is easily found ; and, on this account, we shall ex-
plain a general method for discovering, beforehand, whether
the resolution of any such formula be possible or not ; for

there is an infinite number of them which cannot be re-

solved at all : such, for instance, as the formula Sx- -\- 2,

which can in no case whatever become a square. On the

other hand, it is sufficient to know a single case, in which a
formula is possible, to enable us to find all its answers ; and
this we shall explain at some length.

58. From what has been said, it may be observed, that all

the advantage that can be expected on these occasions, is

to determine, or suppose, any case in which such a formula
as a + bx + ex", may be transformed into a square ; and
the method which naturally occurs for this, is to substitute

small numbers successively for x, until we meet with a case

which gives a square.

JSow, as X may be a fraction, let us begin with substituting

for x the general fraction — ; and, if the formula

a 4- ^ -
n which results from it, be a square, it will be

so also after having been multiplied by zi- ; so that it only

remains to try to find such integer values for t and u, as will

make the formula mr -|- btic -{- ct- a square ; and it is

evident, that after this, the supposition of x = — cannot fail

to give the formula a -f- bx -j- cx'~ equal to a square.

But if, whatever we do, we cannot ai'rive at any satisfac-

tory case, we have every reason to suppose that it is altogether

impossible to transform the formula into a square ; which, as

"we have already said, very frequently happens.

59. We shall now shew, on the other hand, that when one

satisfactory case is determined, it will be easy to find all the

other cases which likewise give a square ; and it will be per-

ceived, at the same time, that the number of those solutions

is always infinitely great.

Let us first consider the formula 2 -j- 7.r-, in which « = 2,

Z> = 0, and c = 7. This evidently becomes a square, if we
suppose .t' = 1 ; let us therefore make x = 1 -\-y, and, by

isubslitution, wc shall liavc x" = 1 -|- 2// + y", and our
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formula becomes 9 -\- I'i^ + Tj/'-, in which the first term is

a square ; so that we shall suppose, conformably to the

second rule, the square root of the new formula to be

3-1

—

^ and we shall thus obtain the equation
n »

6771V ,
onry" .

9 + 1% + Ty" = 9 H —-{ r» ^" which we may ex-

punge 9 from both sides, and divide by 1/ : which being

done, we shall have 14<n'- -\- Ifny = 6mn + m'iy ; whence

67nn— l4!)r . ,

7/ = -jz—

^

^r- ; and, consequently,
7w-— m-

6mn — In^— m^
X zz , in which we may substitute any

in-— m"

values we please for m and n.

If we make m = \, and n = 1, we have ^ = — 4.; or,

since the second power of jv stands alone, x = + i, where-

fore 2 + 7.i''^ = V •

If m = 3, and n = 1, we have x =. — 1, or ^ = + 1.

But if m = 3, and n = — 1, we have .r = 17; which

gives 2 -[- 7x" = 2025, the square of 45.

If m = 8, and 71 = 3, we shall then have, in the same

manner, x = — 17, or .x' = +17-
But, by making m = 8, and 11= — 0, we find x = 271

;

so tliat 2 + Ix' = 514089 = 717'^

60. Let us now examine the formula 5x- + So? + 7, which

becomes a square by the supposition of cr = — 1. Here, if

we make x — y — 1, our formula will be changed into this

:

5y - lOj/ + 5

+ %-3
+ 7

%^- 7J/ + 9,

my
the square root of which we shall suppose to be 3 ; by

which means we shall have

% — ^^ + 9 = 9 - —- -\-
'^"

bn-y — 7n- = — Qtmn -f- m-y ; whence we deduce

^n" — Qmn 2w- — 6w7i-|-m'-
II = -—

—

; and, lastlv, x = --;; 5—

•
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Ifm= ^, and n = 1, we have x = — 6, and consequently

5x'' -f- 3.r -f 7 = 169 = 13-.

But if 7)1 =: — 2 and n = 1^ we find -r = 18, and 5x^ -j-

3j7 + 7 = 1681 = 41-.

61. Let us now consider the formula, 7^r- -f- IS-r -|- 13, in

which we must begin with the supposition ot jr = — . Hav-

ing substituted and multiplied u", we obtain

It- -[- 15^?/ -\- 13?/-, which must be a square. Let us there-

fore try to adopt some small numbers as the values of t

and n.

If ^ r: 1, and w = 1, /" = 35

, rt' J,

^'
T the formula will become-/ •,

,

t zz 2, and u = — 1, | zr 11

^ = 3, andw = l, (=121.
Now, 121 being a square, it is proof that the value of

x r: 3 ansv/ers the required condition ; let us therefore sup-

pose it- = ?/ + 3, and we shall have, by substituting this

value in the formula,

7y- + 42?/ + G3 + 15?/ + 45 + 13, or

if- + my + 12L
wy

Therefore let the root be represented by 11 -f
—^, and we

shall have If + 51y + 121 = 121 + —^ -\- -^, or

In-y + 577i^ = 227/z7i -|- ?»-?/ ; whence

57?^^ - 22»m , 36ri'— 227/27? -f37?i2
V = n ^ n , and A' = ;,—;— .^ m- — 77i- m- — ln

Suppose, for example, in zz 3, and ii zz: 1; we shall then

find X = —
I, and the formula becomes

7^^ + 15a: + 13 r= V - il:Y-

Ifm rz 1, and n zz 1, we find x —. — y ; if wi — 3, and

n zz — 1, we have a: rn '^^, and the formula

7^^ + 15a;-}- 13 = '^-°_+°' = (3 + 7)^_

62. But frequently it is only lost labor to endeavour to

find a case, in which the proposed formula may become a

square. We have already said that 3.r'' -|- 2 is one of those

unmanageable formulae ; and, by giving it, according to this

rule, the form Qt- -\- 27i-, we shall perceive that, whatever

values we give to t and ?;, this quantity never becomes a

square number. As the formulae of this kind are very
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numerous, it will be worth while to fix on some characters,

by which tlieir impossibiUty may be perceived, in order that

we mav be often saved the trouble of" useless trials ; which

shall form the subject of the following chapter*.

CHAP. V.

Ofthe Cases m which the Formula a -r bx + cx' can never

become a Square.

63. As our general formula is composed of three terms,

we shall observe, in the first place, that it may always be

transformed into another, in which the middle term is want-

y—^ 1 • ' 1 •

ing. This is done by supposmg x = -^ ; whicn substitu-

tion changes the formula into

by—b- y- — '^hij-\-h- ^ac—b"-\-y" , . ,.

f,
r ^L L.-^ -^

: or -^
; and snice this

must be a square, let us make it equal to — , we shall then

4c:^
have 4rtc — Jr -j~ j/- = —j— , = cz"-^ and, consequently,

y" = cz" -j- b- — 4a6'. Whenever, therefore, our formula is

a square, this last cz'' -{• 6' — 4«c will be so likewise ; and

reciprocally, if this be a square, the proposed formula will

be a square also. If therefore we write t, instead of i-— 4ac,

the whole will be reduced to determining whether a quantity

of the form cz^ -\- 1 can become a square or not. And as

this foi-mula consists only of two terms, it is certainly much
easier to judge from that whether it be possible or not; but

in any further inquiry we must be guided by the nature of

the given numbers c and t.

64. It is evident that if ^ = 0, the formula cz"^ can become
a square only when c is a sqviare ; for the quotient arising

from the division of a square by another square being like-

wise a square, the qviantity cz' cannot be a square, unless

* Seethe Appendix to this cliapter, at Article 5. of the Ad-
ditions by De la Grange. /^. ^j -.


